
DR. VALERJ'S INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.
(Continued from page 365.)

The discussion of such difficulties, or the just solution of them, com-
prehending, as a necessary consequence, both the necessity of medi-
cine and the usefulness of the physician and his remedies, if it
requires on my part a clear exposition of the subject, requires on

yours the most serious attention.
In order to perceive that nature does not effect the cure of diseases

with discernment or intelligence, it is requisite first to bear in mind,
that we defined this term as being " an aggregate of forces, which,
though special, efficient, and acting according to provident laws for
the conservation of our economy, act, nevertheless, of necessity—
that is, void of discernment or reflection with regard to the end in
view ; in other words, they operate fatally, physically, without know-
ing, or being enabled to avoid or modify the scope for which they
were destined by the infinite wisdom of the Creator, namely, the
health of the individual. Now the same happens in the state of
illness. Nature, the moment our organism enters into the abnormal
condition of suffering, displays her salutary activity, but without
volition or choice. Indifferent with regard to the consequences of
her operations, she is forced to act of necessity, not as a being en-
dowed with will, compos sui, but according to those immutable laws
which her Author has imposed upon her. Just as a stone thrown
into the air invariably falls towards the centre of the earth ; just as
an acid, when it comes in contact with certain alkalies, is invariably
converted into salt, so the vis medicatrix natura, invariably and un-
failingly, unconscious why or how, effects the process of curing, of
restoring health. It hence follows that when we physicians, observ-ing a crisis, which, far from saving a patient, occasions his death, ex-
claim, that nature deceives herself our declaration in this case should be
received in a metaphorical, not positive sense ; because error belongs
only to him who possesses the faculty of choosing, and the conscious-
ness of what he is transacting, and not to that which acts through physi-cal necessity, ignorant both of cause and effect, and operating accord-
ing to determined laws and with appointed instruments. Let me give
you here some actual proofs of the truth of my assertion. Let us sup-
pose that several persons, in order to pursue their journey, are con-
strained, in a state of perspiration, to cross a current of cold water,
and that the arrested perspiration has been the cause of illness to
them all. Nature, ever watchful and operating for their benefit, be-
gets a fever, which on the morrow terminates in the case of one with
a profuse diaphoresis; in that of another, far from ceasing, it pro-
gresses to a pneumonia; in the case of a third, it results in a violent
and acute rheumatism. Now can we interpret these three different
maladies, all derived from one identical cause, as an operation of a
rational intermediating nature, acting with discernment, with pre-
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science of the result, with well-pondered determination ? No, cer-
tainly ; for, if it were so, she would have produced the perspiration in
them all by means of the fever, and would have thus equally freed
them from their malady by the shortest, safest and least painful pro-
cess. Suppose, in like manner, that two individuals have swallowed
an equal quantity of poison, and that nature, in order to effect their
recovery, has immediately brought on a fit of vomiting (the shortest
and most efficacious remedy), and suppose, moreover, that one of
them it fortunately cured, leaving no other effects from the poison
than a sense of burning in the stomach ; while the other, notwith-
standing the vomiting, is laid up with a painful and mortal gastritis.
These and many other examples, which you may multiply at your
pleasure, as numbers of them occur daily, evidently prove that nature
acts not with intelligence, that she is not free in her operations, and
therefore no wonder that various and not invariably salutary must
be, and really are, the modes and effects of her action in benefiting
our affected organism. Nor, indeed, can it be otherwise ; for, taking
it as proved and granted that nature is the re-union of the forces in-
herent in the living organism, as she cannot exist or act without this
latter, so she is obliged to operate in as many different modes as are the
different physical conditions which this organism may assume. If
we apply a motive power to a watch, or to any other mechanical
apparatus, as long as the wheels and other parts of the mechanism
retain their stated conditions as to form, size, relationship, &c, the
motion will be such as was expected ; but as soon as one, two, or all
these conditions are modified, the motion must necessarily change,
and the changes be proportioned to the respective modifications that
have taken place ; never ceasing, however, to act uniformly (that is,
in perfect relationship and harmony) with mechanical laws. Thus
it happens with nature in her dealings with our affected organism.
Her beneficent action is unceasing, ever guided with admirable order
and by admirable laws, but always subordinate to the condition of
our frame, as the motions of a watch are to that of its wheels, and
the works of an artizan to that of his implements and the substance
which he handles. The better to understand one another, let us

suppose that a legitimate inflammation has established itself in a

sound lung of a robust person ; nature will resolve it hastily by that
process which pathological anatomy lias now well determined. But
if, on the other hand, this pneumonitis attacks a lung granulated with
tubercles, or congested with chronic bronchitis, or a person of seventy
years, feeble and suffering from disease of the heart—nature, even
under such circumstances, will proceed in the work of resolving the
pulmonary exudation ; but, operating on organs, and with an organic
frame quite different, the absorption of the exuded matter will be
either incomplete or tedious, or arrested by the complications of co-
incident alterations ; so that, far from being cured, a chronic pneu-
monitis, or a phthisis, or even death itself, will be the result. Al-
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ways bear in mind, however, and I deem it useful to repeat it, that
these last-mentioned effects, although they seem different from tho
former, do not cease to be, like this, not only physically necessary,
but even regular, that is to say, comprised within the scale of those
laws which regulate the economy in its pathological state.
Let us now proceed to confute the second objection, which consists

in considering medicine, and therefore also the physician, as super-
fluous or hurtful.
And, firstly, I will say that the very experience which teaches us

that nature cures a considerable number of diseases without the con-
currence of tlic physician, also daily teaches us that in various cases
she remains impotent if not opportunely aided by him. We observe,
in fact, as is easily to be conjectured, that her efforts, whether it be
on account of the weakness or bad crasis of the organism, or on
account of the virulence of the morbose causes, or the gravity of the
pathological process, prove insufficient, sometimes excessive, or over-
impetuous, and sometimes, too, wrongly directed.

Perhaps it is not possible to establish the exact limits, or mark
with precision the circumstances wherein the exclusive power of na-
ture ends, and where it begins to need the aid of art. But it may,
nevertheless, be retained as a general maxim (of the truth of which
you will shortly be convinced in the very outset of your career), 1st,
that nature exercises less activity in chronic maladies than in acute
ones ; 2dly, that its predominant action, in acute maladies, may either
be irregular or too violent, from which arises the necessity of an art
capable of aiding, moderating and directing her. And here it will
not be out of place to state precisely in what manner this art acts,
and ought to act, in order to prove beneficial, and what instruments
are to be used therefor. But to proceed aright in such a delicato
and important matter we should consider what is meant by disease.
You are all awaro of the numerous causes which disturb, convulse,

or ruin the human frame. Some of these are congenital with the
primordial development of the germs in the very act of its fecunda-
tion ; others arc engendered by the incessant exercise or motion to
which all its parts are subject during life ; others by the action of a
number of agents which surround us, and act upon our organisms
not only internally but even in the innermost recesses of our tissues.
Cold, heat, light, electricity, air and the different substances it con-
tains, our aliments and their contents, &c. &c, at the same time that
they are the necessary and indispensable agents for the maintenance of
our physical existence, create, moreover, to a great extent, tho forces
termed hurtful, or those that beget that state called disease. Now,
however numerous may be the definitions that havo beon given ot
this state (definitions, all of which derived from a different system
have variously and frequently, with deplorable consequences, influ-
enced medical practice), the best, because most conforming to clini-
cal reality, is that of considering disease as an alteration of the organ.«
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ism, or a preternatural modification of the body ; amodification or alter-
ation, which necessarily induces a corresponding disorder of its
functional condition. What if, in some cases, we fail in discovering
the existence of such a modification, or demonstrating in what it con-
sists ? Our frame is composed of parts, and of parts with functions ;
when we find these impaired, we are forced to admit that the instru-
ments that produce them have undergone corresponding damage.
The surgical diseases, nay all those termed external, prove this con-
clusion to be true ; we find in each of them that with the functional
element the anatomical element is also changed. If we are unable
to do this in various cases of internal diseases, it should not be
attributed to the want of a pathologic organic process, but to the cir-
cumstance that this is not so obvious to our senses as in the external
diseases, baffles every attempt at being explored, and, for the most
part, operates in the innermost penetralia of our economy. More-
over, if even in the physiological state the minute structure of some

tissues, and the crasis of certain humors, are still far from being
perfectly known, or from supplying us with a full explanation of the
functions derived from them, can we be surprised if, in the pathologic
state, many subtle alterations which these solids or fluids undergo"
should escape our notice ?
But to penetrate somewhat deeper into the nature of disease, it is

not sufficient to consider it a mere necessary organic alteration con-

joined with a functional disorder, and produced by a morbific cause
or agent. There is also another element equally indispensable and
important, namely, the state of the forces, or the intcrmediatory ac-
tion of nature. Let a piece of red hot iron, or any other injurious
substance, be applied to a person who had died a moment previously.
Here you see a hurtful cause, a material alteration ; but let it, in-
stead, be applied to a living man : what a difference do we not behold
in the appearance and quality of the lesion inflicted 1 What a diver-
sity in the process which ensues ! Now this difference, this diversity
consists entirely in the presence and reaction of the ensemble efforces
which we call nature, and whose existence lasts as long as life itself.
In fact, whatever be the morbific causes, and the pathologic modifica-
tions which result therefrom, experience teaches us that nature in-
stantaneously reacts on them, effecting with that order, and according
to those laws and method, of which we already treated, the elimina-
tion of the morbose matter, the reparation of the damages inflicted,
the recovery in fine of health, of which she is necessarily the pro-
tectrix. This stated, and wishing it to bo understood that we in-
clude all morbific causes in general, we shall say that by an attentive
observation of them, we are taught that nature, in this solemn and
beneficial task, if at one time she succeeds completely by herself, at
another fails, if we do not skilfully minister to her convenient aid.
But what are these aids, with what end in view are they given or

prescribed? Are they more efficient than nature herself? That is,
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with regard to the cure, do they claim a principal part, a part supe-
rior to that of nature, or otherwise ? This is what remains for us to
determine in order to obtain the object of our lecture.

[To be continued.]

Reports of MedicalSocieties.

EXTRACTS FROM THE RECORDS OP THE BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL
IMPROVEMENT. BY CHARLES D. HOMANS, M.D., SECRETARY.

Sept. 24th.—Fatal Case of Chorea following Criminal Abortion.—
Reported by Dr. Wheeler.

The patient was a healthy Englishwoman, about 83 years of age.
She had aborted five days previous in consequence of a puncture of
the membranes by some unknown person. She was then at the end
of the third month of her third pregnancy. On the first visit, the pa-
tient was up and about the house as usual. She complained of no-
thing but au irregular and incessant motion of the arm, forearm and
hand of the right side ; soon the facial expression became disordered.
The mind was clear. She seemed cheerful and inclined to laugh at
the grotesque movements. She had no fever, no pain in the abdomen
or tenderness of the uterus or its appendages. In a few days the
whole excito-motory system became involved ; the bodily contortions
were violent ; every voluntary muscle of the body seemed at times to
join in the discordant dance. It was difficult to restrain the jactita-
tions so as to confine the patient to her bed or keep clothes upon the
body; the only quiet or sleep obtained was from the effects of chloro-
form or ether (the former seemed to work the best).

Treatment.—Cups, counter-irritants, with revulsive effects, heat and
cold to the cervical region of the spine ; internally—cathartics, ner-
vines, opiates and narcotics : but all to no purpose. The patient died
from exhaustion on the twentieth day from the time she aborted. In
this case the puncture, or the immediate effects, must have done
violence to one or more of the hidden links in the mysterious chain of
the excito-motory element of the nervous system.
The fact of abortion was concealed from me ; and I believe in this

respect the case is typical of many which the family physician is call-
ed to take care of after the professed abortionist has preceded him and
done the mischief.
Oct. 8th.—Fracture of the Head of the Radius.—Dr. Hodges showed

the specimen.
A man fell sixty feet, injuring himself fatally, and died at the Mas-

sachusetts General Hospital, six hours after the accident. Among his
injuries was one of the elbow, unattended by much swelling, and
affording unusual facilities for careful examination. The essential
features of the fracture were correctly diagnosticated by the surgeons
who saw the case, but the post-mortem dissection revealed a longitu-
dinal fracture without displacement, through the head of the radius,
which was not detected during life by any one present. Tho rarity of
this particular fracture, and indeed of any affecting the head or neck
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